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Artist Statement
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The Things You Never Did Because You Might Die Trying

Introduction
C, * 1+$'(,'. *0) )'*$3'0D 7 .'$+.'. )# '(0#11 +( )3' C0) V.%$*)+#( 50*.%*)'
/0#50*& *) :+05+(+* ;#&&#(<'*1)3 =(+>'0,+)8 (:;=) -%) 4%+$T18 0'*1+Y'. +) <*,(U)
5#+(5 )# <#0T 2#0 &'? 7 ,<+)$3'. )# )3' 6*,)'0 #2 7()'0.+,$+/1+(*08 9)%.+', (679) .'50''
/0#50*&D <3+$3 2#$%,', #( ,)%.+# /0*$)+$',? 7U& 51*. 7 .+.? B'$*%,' #2 &8 ,<+)$3D 7 <*,
*-1' )# )*T' $1*,,', +( * <+.' 0*(5' #2 .+,$+/1+(',D 1'*0(+(5 &#0' *-#%) *0) 3+,)#08D 5'('0*1
'.%$*)+#(D *(. ,)%.+# *0),? 7U>' <#0T'. <+)3 * >*0+')8 #2 /0#2',,#0, *(. 2#%(. '*$3
'Q/'0+'($' +()'(,'18 .+22+$%1) *(. 3+5318 0'<*0.+(5 )# &' *, *( *.%1) ,)%.'()? Z(' #2 )3'
&#,) +&/#0)*() )3+(5, 7U>' 1'*0('. +, )3*) -8 ,''T+(5 #%) T(#<1'.5' 7 2#%(. &#0' #%)
*-#%) &8,'12D *, <'11 *, #)3'0,? 68 50*.%*)' ,$3##1 'Q/'0+'($' 3*, -''( *, &%$3 *-#%)
1+2' 1',,#(, *, * .'50'' 2#0 &'?
9)*0)+(5 50*.%*)' ,$3##1 *) )<'()8[,+Q ,''&'. 1+T' )3' (*)%0*1 ('Q) ,)'/ 2#0 &'?
\#<'>'0D 7 *& * &+1+)*08 <+2' *(. &8 3%,-*(. <*, %('Q/'$)'.18 .'/1#8'. 2#0 )3' 50'*)'0
/*0) #2 )3' 1*,) 2#%0 8'*0,? A3' 0',/#(,+-+1+)+', #2 0*+,+(5 #%0 8#%(5 ,#( *1#('D T''/+(5 %/
<+)3 )3' &*+()'(*($' )3*) $#&', <+)3 3#&'#<('0,3+/D *(. )08+(5 )# <#0T )#<*0., &8
#<( 5#*1, 3*, /0#>'( )# -' * 50'*) $3*11'(5'? 7U>' &*.' ,*$0+2+$', *(. 1'*0('. &%$3
*-#%) $#&/0#&+,' *(. -*1*($'? A3+, .'50'' 3*, -''( *11 )3' &#0' &'*(+(52%1 2#0 &'
<3+1' J%551+(5 *11 )3',' ('< *.%1) 'Q/'0+'($', )3*) &*T' %/ &8 1+2'? A3*) +, <38 &8
*0)<#0T 2#0 )3+, /0#50*& +, *-#%) J%,) )3*)D &8 1+2' *(. )3' ,)0%551', #2 &+1+)*08 ,#1.+'0,
*(. )3'+0 2*&+1+',?

I

Subject Matter
"%0+(5 &8 $#%0,'<#0TD 7 $#($'()0*)'. #( &+Q'. &'.+* *0), *(. .+,$#>'0'. ('<
<*8, #2 /0','()+(5 &8 +.'*, *-#%) &+1+)*08 1+2'? 7 %,'. ,/'$+2+$ /#0)0*+)%0' +( $#&/#,+(5
,+)%*)+#(, *(. ,$'(',? 68 +()'()+#(, <'0' )# 0'/0','() &+1+)*08 ,#1.+'0, +( * <+.' 0*(5'
#2 J#-[0'1*)'. *(. /'0,#(*1 ,+)%*)+#(,? 7 <*()'. )# ,3#< )3' '>'(), )3'8 5# )30#%53 *(.
*1,# )3' +11%,+#(, )3*) )3'8 3*>'D *, )3'8 1'*. /0#.%$)+>' *(. 3*//8 1+>',? 7 <*()'. )#
,3#< )3' 20*5+1+)8 #2 )3'+0 *$)%*1 1+>', *(. )3'+0 '&#)+#(*1 ,)*)', #2 &+(.?
B'+(5 +( )3' &+1+)*08 +, * 1+2',)81'D (#) J%,) * $*0''0? 6#,) /'#/1' $*( ('>'0 2%118
%(.'0,)*(. <3*) ,#1.+'0, *(. )3'+0 2*&+1+', 5# )30#%53? 7 <*() &8 <#0T )# )'*$3 /'#/1'
&#0' *-#%) +)? 72 7 $#%1. 2+(. * &')*/3#0 2#0 .',$0+-+(5 &+1+)*08 1+2'D 7 &+53) $3##,' *
0#11'0 $#*,)'0 0+.'D -%) '>'( * 0#11'0 $#*,)'0 3*, ,#&' /0'.+$)*-+1+)8] +2 8#%U>' 0+..'( +) *
2'< )+&',D 8#% T(#< <3*) )# 'Q/'$)? C &+1+)*08 2*&+18 J%,) ('>'0 T(#<, <3*) <+11 -'
)30#<( *) )3'&D <3'0' )3'8 &+53) &#>' )#D 3#< 1#(5 )3'8 <+11 -' +( * $'0)*+( $+)8D #0
<+)3 * 50#%/ #2 20+'(.,? C, * /*0) #2 * &+1+)*08 2*&+18D 7 ',,'()+*118 3*>' (# $#()0#1 #>'0
)3' 'Q)'0+#0 *(. &*)'0+*1 *,/'$), #2 &%$3 #2 <3*) &8 1+2' <+11 -' 1+T'? A3+, 2#0$'. &' )#
&*T' $'0)*+( '&#)+#(*1 .'$+,+#(, '*018 #( *-#%) 3#< 7 <#%1. 1+>' *(. <3*) &8 #%)1##T
<#%1. -'? 7 <*() )# $0'*)' * .+*1#5%' *-#%) )3',' +,,%', +( &8 <#0T? 7 <*() )3'0' )# -' *
,'(,' #2 *(Q+')8 +( )3' <#0T -'$*%,' )3*) +, <3*) 7 1+>' <+)3 #( * .*+18 -*,+,? 7 *1,# <*()
)3'0' )# -' * ,'(,' #2 51#08D 2%(D /0+.'D .*(5'0D *(. 20*5+1+)8?
A3'0' *0' +($0'.+-1' '&#)+#(*1 3+53, *(. *.>*()*5', )# -'+(5 +( * &+1+)*08 2*&+18?
7) 3*, 5+>'( &' * 50'*)'0 ,'(,' #2 ,'12D +(('0 $#%0*5'D *(. .')'0&+(*)+#(? 7 -'1+'>' )3*)U,
<38 7 %,' )30'' 1*8'0, +( &8 &+Q'. &'.+* <*11 3*(5+(5, *(. 3*>' 2'1) .0*<( )# %,+(5

E

4%+1)+(5 *, &8 &'.+%&? 7 <*() )# 0'/0','() &%1)+/1' 1*8'0, #2 ,'12D *, <'11 *, * /38,+$*1
,'(,' #2 )3' 3%&*( -#.8? A3' -*$T-#(' )3*) +) )*T', )# ,%0>+>' &+1+)*08 1+2' -#)3
/38,+$*118 *(. '&#)+#(*118 +, )3' $*(>*,] )3' 20*5+1+)8 *(. '&#)+#(*1 +(,)*-+1+)8 +, )3'
+(('0 $1#)3D -*))+(5 *(. )3' %//'0 &#,) 1'>'1 #2 /*/'0 #0 2*-0+$] *(.D )3' 2+(*1 1*8'0 +, )3'
)30'*. )3*) 3#1., '>'08)3+(5 )#5')3'0? A3' 1*8'0'. ,)0%$)%0' #2 &8 <#0T *$), *, *
&')*/3#0 2#0 &8 #<( 2''1+(5, *(. '&#)+#(,? 7) +, * 0'/0','()*)+#( #2 )3' 3%&*( -#.8
*(. ,/+0+)D -#)3 ,)0#(5 *(. 20*5+1' *) )3' ,*&' )+&'? A3' &'.+%& *1,# 3#1., * ,'(,' #2
.#&',)+$*)+#( <3+$3 +, * -+5 /*0) #2 &8 1+2' 0+53) (#<?

Symbolism
A3' ,8&-#1, +( &8 <#0T *0' )3' /3#)#50*/3+$ +&*5', #2 3%&*( -'+(5,? A3','
+&*5', $*( -' 0'*. *, .'/+$)+(5 +(.+>+.%*1, *(. *, +(.+$*)#0, #2 '&#)+#(, *(. +.'*,? A3'8
*0' ,#1.+'0,D <#&'( *(. &'(? 7 *1,# %,' 5%(, -'$*%,' )3'8 *0' * $#&&#(18 %,'. <'*/#(
+( )3' &+1+)*08 *(. $*( -' 2#%(. #( * 0'5%1*0 -*,+, #( ,#1.+'0,? 68 3%,-*(. #($' ,*+.
)3*) * ,#1.+'0 ^+,_ 3+, <'*/#( *(. )3*) ,)%$T <+)3 &'? `#0 +(,)*($'D +( )3' /+'$' ^I am my
gun” (C//'(.+QD I)D )3' 5%( +&*5' -1'(., <+)3 )3' +&*5', #2 ,#1.+'0,? 7) +, 3*0. )# )'11
<'0' #(' '(., *(. <3'0' )3' #)3'0 -'5+(,D 1+)'0*118 *(. 2+5%0*)+>'18? 7 /1*$'. )3' 2*$' #2 *
,#1.+'0 +( )3' 1#$*)+#( #2 )3' )0+55'0 #2 )3' 5%(?
7( &%$3 #2 &8 <#0TD *, +( Soldier briefing (C//'(.+QD E)D 7 %,' )30'*. *, * 1+('*0
'1'&'() )# 0'/0','() 1+2'D )3' ,/*$' *0#%(. /'#/1'D *(. )3' $#()+(%*)+#( 20#& #(' #-J'$)
)# *(#)3'0? A3+, 1+(' ,8&-#1+Y', )3' /38,+$*1 *(. '&#)+#(*1 51%' )3*) 3#1., '>'08)3+(5
)#5')3'0? B#)3 )3+, /+'$' *(. Sea of soldiers (C//'(.+QD K) *0' )3' +&*5' #2 ,#1.+'0,

K

<*+)+(5 #0 5*)3'0+(5 )# 1+,)'( )# 2%0)3'0 +(,)0%$)+#(, #0 )# -' .'-0+'2'.? A3' &*,,+>'
(%&-'0 #2 ,#1.+'0, <*, ,#-'0+(5 )# &' *, 7 )3#%53) *-#%) 3#< &*(8 )3#%,*(., #2
,#1.+'0, *0' -'+(5 $8$1'. )30#%53 )3' 70*4 *(. C253*(+,)*( <*0,? A3' +&*5' #2 ,# &*(8
,#1.+'0, -'5+(, )# -1'(. +( &8 &+(. +( * (#([.+,)+($)+>' #%)1+(' #2 * 3%&*( 3'*.? 7)
*1&#,) 2''1, *, +2 7U& (# 1#(5'0 $1'*0 *, )# <3+$3 +, *( C&'0+$*( ,#1.+'0 *(. <3+$3 +, )3'
'('&8? A3' +.'* )3*) <' *0' *11 3%&*( -%) 2+53)+(5 2#0 .+22'0'() 0'*,#(, -'5+(, )#
0',#(*)' <+)3 &' +( )3',' +&*5',? A3' )30'*. $3*(5', $#1#0, +( Sea of soldiers *(.
0'/0','(), )3' '&#)+#(*1 $3*#, *(. /#1+)+$*1 *&-+5%+)8 #2 ,+.', )3*) -'5+( )# #$$%0 <3'(
<*0 .0*5, #( *(. #( #>'0 8'*0,?
7( )3' /+'$' EKG line of soldiers (C//'(.+QD S)D )3' )30'*. -'5*( #%) *, ,+&/18 *
1+('] )3'( 7 -'5*( )# &*(+/%1*)' +) )# $0'*)' )3' +&*5' #2 * ,#1.+'0 <*1T+(5 )30#%53 *
0'$#((*+,,*($' &+,,+#(? 7 %,'. )3' )30'*. )# $0'*)' /*0)+*1 #%)1+(', #2 ,#1.+'0, -#.+', *(.
)# <0*/ *0#%(. <3#1' 2+5%0',? A3',' 1+(', 0'/0','() )3' V@a #0 1+2'1+(' #2 1#,) ,#1.+'0,D
.'*. *(. *1+>'? 9#&' *0' ,)+11 -'+(5 ,'*0$3'. 2#0D <3+1' #)3'0, *0' J%,) 5#('?
7 *1,# %,' &*)'0+*1, ,8&-#1+$*118? `#0 'Q*&/1' +( Fallen Soldier (C//'(.+QD M)D
)3' <'*T'('. -*))+(5 ,8&-#1+Y', )3' 20*5+1+)8 #2 )3' 3%&*( -#.8 *(. 1#,, #2 ,)0'(5)3 +(
)3' 2*11'( ,#1.+'0? \+, $#&0*.' 50+/, 3+, 3'*. <3'0' )3' /*/'0 +, ,'<( .#<( -%) )3' /*/'0
(*)%0*118 /%11, *<*8 20#& )3' )30'*. &#0' *(. &#0' #>'0 )+&'? A3+, ,+)%*)+#( +, ,+&+1*0
)# 3%&*( -'+(5, <3# *0' 2#0$'. )# /%11 *<*8 '&#)+#(*118 <3'( ,#&'#(' .+',? 7( ,#&'
*0'*, )3' /*/'0 *(. -*))+(5 J%,) -*0'18 3*(5, #(D 1+T' *( +(J%0'. ,#1.+'0 #0 * &+1+)*08
2*&+18 &'&-'0 <*+)+(5 2#0 )3'+0 ,+5(+2+$*() #)3'0 )# 0')%0(?
68 .'$+,+#( )# %,' -1*$T *(. <3+)' +( )3' /3#)#50*/3+$ +&*5', +, +()'()+#(*1? 7)

S

0'/0','(), )3' +.'#1#58 )3*) 1+2' $*( -' .+>+.'. +()# -1*$T *(. <3+)'D #0 ,+&/1' 0+53) *(.
<0#(5 $*)'5#0+',? 7 $#()0*.+$) )3+, -'1+'2 -8 %,+(5 $#1#0'. )30'*.D )3' >'08 )3+(5 )3*) +,
3#1.+(5 )3' -1*$T *(. <3+)' /*/'0 )# )3' 0',) #2 )3' *0)<#0T? 7 .# )3+, )# +&/18 )3*) -1*$T
*(. <3+)' -'1+'2, .# (#) 'Q+,) <+)3#%) )3' $#1#0D #0 )3' '&#)+#(*1 .0*&*, )3*) $0'*)' )3'&?
A3'8 5# 3*(. +( 3*(.? 7( #)3'0 <#0.,D ,#1.+'0, $*((#) ,/'(. )3' )+&' )# #>'0*(*18Y'
)3+(5, )3*) $#%1. -' 1+2' *(. .'*)3 )# )3'& #0 #)3'0 ,#1.+'0, *0#%(. )3'&? A3'8 .#(U)
*1<*8, 2+(. )3'&,'1>', +( )3' /#,+)+#( )# 3*>' )3' 1%Q%08 #2 $#()'&/1*)+(5 ,%-)1' &#0*1
.'$+,+#(,? \#<'>'0D )3'8 .# 3*>' )# /1*( *(. ,)0*)'5+Y' '>'(), )3*) <+11 *22'$) #)3'0,?
A3' 1+2' #2 * ,#1.+'0 +, &#0' $#&/1'Q )3*( <3*) &#,) /'#/1' *,,%&' )# -' ^0#-#)[1+T'
2+5%0',_ )*T+(5 #0.'0, #( $#&&*(.D <+)3#%) )3+(T+(5? 7 <*() )# )*T' /'#/1' *<*8 20#&
)3' ,)'0'#)8/', <' ,'' +( )3' &'.+* *(. 0'>'*1 * &#0' 0'*1+,)+$ ,)#08?

Techniques and Processes
A3' )'$3(+4%' #2 &*T+(5 &8 /+'$', +, >'08 #05*(+$ *(. +()%+)+>'? 7 )'(. )#
.'>'1#/ <#0T *, * 0',%1) #2 /'0,#(*1 'Q/'0+'($', *(. &%,+(5, *-#%) &+1+)*08 1+2'? 68
0'*$)+#(, >*08 *$$#0.+(5 )# )3' $+0$%&,)*($', *(. 7 3*>' 2#%(. )3*) <#0T+(5 +( )3+,
,/#()*('#%, &*(('0 *11#<, &' )# 'Q/0',, &#0' $#($'/)%*1 +.'*,? `#0 'Q*&/1'D Soldiers
sleeping on a cargo plane (C//'(.+QD b) +, * /+'$' <3+$3 $#&', 20#& * $#&-+(*)+#( #2
&8 '&#)+#(*1 'Q/'0+'($' *(. * .',+0' )# ,3#< *( *,/'$) #2 &+1+)*08 )0*>'1? c3'( 7 2+0,)
,*< )3+, /+$)%0' #2 &+1+)*08 &'( ,1''/+(5 #( * $*05# /1*('D 7 <*, )*T'( -*$T -8 3#<
(#0&*1 )3'8 1##T'.? 7( &8 &+(.U, '8'D 7 *1<*8, )3#%53) #2 ,#1.+'0, *, 3'0#', <3# <'0'
$#(,)*()18 -*))1+(5 2#0 3#%0, #( '(. *(. ('>'0 5'))+(5 )+0'.? 68 &'()*1 +&*5'D $#&/*0'.

M

<+)3 )3' *$)%*1 #(' #2 ,#1.+'0, )0*>'1+(5D ,#&'3#< <#T' &' %/ 20#& &8 2*()*,8 *(.
,(*//'. &' +()# 0'*1+)8? A3+, &*.' &' 0'*1+Y' )3*) ,#1.+'0, *0' J%,) 3%&*( -'+(5,D 20*5+1'
*(. ,1''/8 1+T' )3' 0',) #2 %,? \#<'>'0D )3'0' +, #(' 0'*1 .+22'0'($'D )3'8 *0' &%$3 $1#,'0
)# .'*)3?
;0'*)+(5 Female soldier (C//'(.+QD O) <*, *(#)3'0 'Q/'0+'($' #$$%00'. 2#0 &'?
B'$*%,' 7U& * 2'&*1'D 7 <*()'. )# .'/+$) )3' +&*5' #2 * 2'&*1' ,#1.+'0? 7( )3+, +&*5' )3'
,#1.+'0 +, 3#1.+(5 * 5%(D *(. )3' #(18 +.'()+28+(5 2'&*1' )0*+) +, )3' -%( #( )3' -*$T #2 3'0
3'*.? A3+, +&*5' ,/#T' )# &' *(. &*.' &' )3+(T )<+$' *-#%) &8 #<( 1+2'D 0'&'&-'0+(5
)3' <#&'( <3# ,'0>' +( )3' &+1+)*08 *(. 3#< )3'8 )## &%,) /%) #( -0*>' 2*$', .%0+(5
)3'+0 <#0T +( )3' 2+'1. #0 *) <*0 *<*8 20#& )3'+0 2*&+1+',? A3'8 )## &%,) ,<+)$3 -*$T +()#
&+1+)*08 &#&, #0 ,+,)'0,D #0 <+2', *) 3#&'? A3' +&*5' #2 * 2'&*1' ,#&'3#< 0'&+(.'.
&' )3*) 7 <*, (#) *1#(' +( &8 ,)0%551', *, * <#&*(? A3' )'$3(+4%', #2 &*T+(5 )3' 5%(
+( )3+, +&*5' <'0' /*0)+$%1*018 2%( 2#0 &' -'$*%,' )3' '()+0' )+&' 7 <*, )3+(T+(5 *-#%)
3#< 7 $#%1. &*T' +) /0'))+'0 #0 &#0' $#1#02%1 2#0 )3' 2'&*1' ,#1.+'0 +( )3' +&*5'?
68 *$)%*1 /0#$',, +(>#1>', 2+(.+(5 +&*5', )3*) /0#&/) * 0'*$)+#( +( &'? d'Q)D 7
/3#)#$#/8 *(. '(1*05' )3' /+$)%0',? 7 )3'( %,' $*(>*, *(. 4%+1)'0U, -*))+(5 )# $0'*)' )3'
-#.8 #2 )3' /+'$' *(. 5+>' )3' +&*5' ,%-,)*()+*1 /0','($'? A3' -*))+(5 *1,# ,'0>', *(
+&/#0)*() ,8&-#1+$ /%0/#,'? c3'( 7 )'*0 *<*8 )3' /3#)#$#/+'. +&*5'D )3'0' 1+', )3'
20*5+1'D ,#2) -*))+(5D <3+$3 0'/0','(), )3' +(('0 )0%)3 -'3+(. )3' &+,$#($'/)+#(, <' *11
3*>' *-#%) &+1+)*08 1+2'? 7 *1,# )'*0 +) +( * <*8 )3*) 1##T, 1+T' * <#%(. #0 *( +(J%08? A3'
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